Sequencing technology and assembly algorithms have matured to the point that high-21 quality de novo assembly is possible for large, repetitive genomes. Current assemblies traverse 22 transposable elements (TEs) and allow for annotation of TEs. There are numerous methods for 23 each class of elements with unknown relative performance metrics. We benchmarked existing 24 programs based on a curated library of rice TEs. Using the most robust programs, we created a 25 comprehensive pipeline called Extensive de-novo TE Annotator (EDTA) that produces a 26 condensed TE library for annotations of structurally intact and fragmented elements. EDTA is 27 open-source and freely available: https://github.com/oushujun/EDTA. 28 Keywords 29 Transposable element; Annotation; Genome; Benchmarking; Pipeline 30 31
Despite their prevalence and significance, TEs have remained poorly annotated and 43 studied in all but a few model systems. Transposable elements create a particularly challenging 44 genome assembly problem due to both their high copy number and the complex nesting 45 structures produced by new TE insertions into existing TE sequences. While the low-copy, genic 46 fraction of genomes has assembled well, even with short-read sequencing technology, 47 assemblies of TEs and other repeats have remained incomplete and highly fragmented until 48 quite recently. 49 5 TC…CTRR-3' terminal repeat sequence and frequently a short GC-rich stem-loop structure near 82 the 3' end of the element [16, 18, 19] . 83
High-quality TE annotations have been generated for several model species through 84 extensive community efforts and manual curation (e.g., human [2] , Drosophila melanogaster 85
[20], Arabidopsis thaliana [21] , rice [22, 23] , maize [4], etc.). However, with numerous reference 86 genome assemblies being generated both within and across species, manual curation is no 87 longer feasible, and automated annotation of TEs is required. Dozens of programs have been 88 developed for this purpose and these generally fall into one of three categories [24, 25] . First, 89 general repeat finders identify high copy number sequences in a genome [26] [27] [28] . These 90 programs can have high sensitivity for identifying repetitive sequences, but have limited ability to 91 classify them into specific TE superfamilies and can misidentify non-TE features (e.g., high 92 copy-number genes). Second, the sequence homology approach [29-32] is quick and takes 93 advantage of prior knowledge (i.e., databases), but is limited by the depth and accuracy of this 94 knowledge and variability across TE sequences. The final approach takes advantage of the 95 structural makeup of classes and superfamilies of TEs for de novo structural annotation [24, 25] . 96
This approach is advantageous in that it is codable and does not rely on repeat databases, 97 therefore being ideal for new species. However, the approach is limited by the knowledge of the 98 sequence structure of TEs, and is often characterized by a high false discovery rate. 99
While numerous and, in some cases, redundant TE identification methods exist, their 100 performance has not been comprehensively benchmarked, despite recognition that this would 101 be an important exercise [33] . Here, we have gathered a broad set of existing TE annotation 102 software and, using several metrics, have compared each program's performance to a highly 103 curated TE reference library in rice. Based on our benchmarking results, we propose an optimal 104 pipeline for the generation of de novo TE libraries that can then be used for genome annotation. 105 6 Results 106 In eukaryotic genomes, transposable elements (TEs) are present in both structurally 107 intact and fragmented sequences. In addition, extensive sequence variation among species can 108 make annotation of these sequences challenging. Development of a species-specific TE library 109 is an essential step in the annotation process, which begins with structural identification of major 110 TE classes followed by manual curation. Representative sequences, or exemplars, representing 111 their respective TE families, are then used to detect fragmented and mutated TE sequences 112 that are not recognizable using structural features. Importantly, if there are errors in the 113 annotation library, these will be propagated during the whole-genome annotation process. 114 A number of computer programs are available for structural identification of TEs and 115 development of de novo annotation libraries. We have benchmarked commonly applied 116 programs for metrics including sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and precision ( Figure 1 ) and 117 have implemented the optimal set of programs in a comprehensive pipeline called the Extensive 118 de-novo TE Annotator (EDTA). To evaluate each program, we used a high-quality, manually 119 curated library developed for the model species Oryza sativa (rice), which has a long history of 120 TE discovery and annotation [23, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . The reference library contains abundant class I and 121 class II elements, making it optimal for testing currently available annotation programs. 122
Setting up a reference annotation for benchmarking 123 The reference annotation library for rice was created through substantial manual 124 curation of repeat families obtained from an all-versus-all BLAST search of the rice genome 125 (details in Methods). This library was then used to annotate the rice genome for both structurally 126 intact and fragmented TE sequences, which comprised 23.98% and 22.66% of the rice genome, 127 respectively (46.64% in total; Table 1 ). Since half of all TEs in the rice genome are fragmented, 128 7 structural annotation alone would miss a substantial portion of TE sequences. A homology-129 based approach that uses a TE library is necessary to obtain a complete annotation. 130 131 To test various programs, the genome was partitioned into target and non-target 143 sequences ( Figure 1A ). For example, when testing the performance of an LTR annotation 144 program, LTR sequences matching our curated library were labeled "target" and all other 145 sequences were labeled "non-target". Each program's annotation was then compared to that 146 from our curated library, with sequences included in our target subset counted as true positives 147 (TP), sequences in our non-target subset categorized as false positives (FP), missed targets 148 8 counted as false negatives (FN), and the remainder of the genome (not TP, FP, nor FN) labeled 149 as true negative (TN) ( Figure 1A) . 150
We then used six metrics (sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, precision, FDR, and F1) to 151 characterize the annotation performance of the test library created by various programs (Figure  152 1B). These metrics were calculated based on the total number of genomic DNA bases, because 153 misannotations occurring in the test library will be amplified in the whole-genome annotation 154 process. Sensitivity denotes how well the test library can correctly annotate target TE 155 sequences. Specificity describes how well the test library can correctly exclude non-target 156 sequences. Accuracy denotes the true rate in discriminating target and non-target sequences. 157
Precision is the true discovery rate, while FDR is the false discovery rate. Finally, the F1 158 measure is the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity; F1 is similar to accuracy, but is 159 useful because it does not require an estimate of TN, which can be difficult to quantify. While we 160 can estimate TNs with the use of the curated annotation, we still include the F1 measure in our 161 study to allow for comparison to previous work. 162
We exhaustively searched the literature for open-source programs and databases that 163 have been developed for general repeat annotations as well as structural annotation programs 164 for LTR elements, SINEs, LINEs, TIR elements, and Helitrons. We applied educated 165 parameters based on knowledge of transposon structures to run these programs (see Methods 166
and Additional File 1). We also applied filters on initial program predictions to remove low-quality 167 candidates and potentially false predictions such as short sequences and tandem-repeat-168 containing sequences (Additional File 1). For each program, a non-redundant test library was 169 created from filtered TE candidates, which was then used to annotate the rice genome. The 170 testing annotation from each program for each category of TEs was compared with the 171 annotations from the curated library for calculation of benchmarking metrics. ~94% to ~29%, despite extremely high specificity (~99%) and low FDR (~5%) ( Table S1A ). This 184 result was consistent for each of the TE classes ( Figure 3A -LTR elements; Figure 4A -non-185 LTR elements; Figure 5A -TIR elements; Figure 6A -Helitron), though the drop in sensitivity 186 was substantially greater for Helitrons (to less than 5%) than for other elements. For TE 187 classifications, RepeatModeler performed similarly to Repbase without rice sequences ( Figure  188 2B), and both can, therefore, be used as high-quality supplements to other specialized TE 189 annotators. GRF is the most recently developed general repeat finder, but had the lowest 190 sensitivity (75%), which is likely due to its inability to introduce gaps during the multiple 191 sequence alignment process (Table S1A) . 192
Overall, the general repeat finders we tested have consistently high performance in 193 identifying repetitive sequences in the rice genome, with the exception of Repbase without rice 194 sequences ( Figure 2A ). What really differentiates these programs is their ease in processing 195 raw results. All are open source and easy to install except Repbase, which requires an 196 institutional subscription for access (Table S2 ). Red runs on a single CPU and took the shortest 197 10 time for execution (~33 min); however, Red produces the largest raw result file, which is highly 198 redundant (35 Mb after clustering; Table S2 ). RepeatModeler and RepeatScout produced very 199 compact outputs (< 4 Mb). The RepeatScout program runs more efficiently but provides no 200 classification of repeat sequences (Table S2 ). The RECON and RepeatScout packages are not 201 actively maintained, but have been incorporated into the RepeatModeler package. In summary, 202
RepeatModeler has the highest performance among the general repeat annotators based on 203 our evaluation metrics ( Figure 2 ) and is open source, able to produce a compact output, and 204 able to classify TE families to a certain degree. Still, further classification or use of more 205 specialized software based on the specific structures of each superfamily of TEs is necessary to 206 achieve more accurate annotations. 207 LtrDetector, and GRF. Meanwhile, the LTR_retriever package has been updated from v1.6 to 219 v2.6 since its initial publication. 220
Comparison of LTR Annotators
The six structural-based methods that we tested all had very high sensitivity (> 96%) but 221 also high FDR (28% -55%); specificity, accuracy, and F1 measures were also somewhat 222 suboptimal ( Figure 3A ). Among these six methods, LTR_FINDER demonstrated the best 223 balance of performance across metrics followed by MGEScan3 ( Figure 3A) . 224 LTR_FINDER is one of the most popular LTR methods, however, it runs on a single 225 CPU and is prohibitively slow for large genomes. We hypothesized that complete sequences of 226 highly complex genomes may contain a large number of complicated nesting structures that 227 cause the LTR_FINDER algorithm to iterate through loops. To break down these nesting 228 structures, we developed a multithreading wrapper that cuts chromosome sequences into 229 shorter segments and executes LTR_FINDER in parallel. Using this method, we see as much 230 as 9,500X increase in speed for plant genomes varying from 120 Mb to 14.5 Gb (Table S3 ). For 231 the 14.5 Gb bread wheat genome, the original LTR_FINDER took 10,169 hours, or 1.16 years, 232 to complete, while the multithreading version completed in 72 minutes on a modern server with 233 36 CPUs, demonstrating an 8,500X increase in speed (Table S3 ). Among the genomes we 234 tested, the parallel version of LTR_FINDER produced slightly different numbers of LTR 235 candidates when compared to those generated using the original version (0% -2.73%; Table  236 S3), which is likely due to the use of the dynamic task control approach for processing heavily 237 nested regions. Given the substantial speed improvement (Table S3 ) and high-quality results 238 ( Figure 3 ), we consider the parallel version to be a promising solution for large genomes. We 239 used this parallel version of LTR_FINDER for all subsequent analyses in this study. 240
LTR_retriever does not have its own search engine; rather it was designed as a stringent 241 filtering method for raw results of other LTR programs. LTR_retriever can process results of all 242 six aforementioned LTR methods or any combination of them. We used LTR_retriever in 243 conjunction with each of the six programs and with all six programs together to benchmark 244 performance. Our results show that LTR_retriever has consistently high specificity (94.8% ± 245 3%), accuracy (92.2% ± 3%), precision (84.9% ± 7%), F1 measure (82.4% ± 10%) and low FDR 246 (15.1% ± 7%) ( Figure 3B ; Table S1B ). The sensitivity of LTR_retriever is also high (≥ 93%), 247 except when used in combination with LTR_STRUC and LtrDetector ( Figure 3B ; Table S1B ).
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This is due to the imprecisely defined sequence boundaries of LTR candidates of these two 249 methods, preventing LTR_retriever from finding microstructures like TSD and terminal motifs 250
[39], yielding a high false negative rate. 251
Overall, LTR_retriever presents the best compromise between sensitivity and specificity. 252
LTR_retriever also generated the most compact LTR library in comparison to the other 253 programs (Table S2) , allowing efficient and precise whole-genome LTR annotations. It is not 254 necessary to run all six structure-based programs along with LTR_retriever. Instead, the 255 combination of LTR_FINDER and LTRharvest with LTR_retriever achieved the best 256 performance and the shortest processing time as previously demonstrated (Table S2 ) [39] . 257
Comparison of non-LTR Annotators 258

Non-LTR retrotransposons include LINEs and SINEs that propagate via reverse 259 transcription of RNA intermediates [16]. Identification of non-LTR retrotransposons is very 260
challenging due to the lack of a long terminal repeat structure and because their sequences 261 often degenerate relatively quickly [32] . In addition to the general repeat annotators described 262 above, we also benchmarked a dedicated database for SINEs (SINEBase) and three structure-263 based methods. 264 SINEBase [32] is a species-agnostic database that performed similarly to the non-rice 265
Repbase library ( Figure 4B ). Interestingly, the specialized structure-based annotation methods, 266
including MGEScan3, SINE-Finder, and SINE_Scan also exhibited suboptimal sensitivity (< 267 60%) and very high FDRs (51% -95%) ( Figure 4 ; Table S1C ). SINE_Scan is a successor of 268 SINE-Finder, which aims to detect all known types of SINEs with higher accuracy [49] . Based 269 on our results, SINE_Scan did have a much lower FDR compared to SINE-Finder; however, its 270 sensitivity was also much lower ( Figure 4B) . 271
It is possible that SINEs are under annotated in the curated library, which may contribute 272 to the high FDR values that were observed across programs. To test the validity of SINE 273 13 candidates, we followed instructions in the SINE_Scan package and manually inspected head 274 and tail alignments of all candidate SINE families (n = 35). Out of 35 candidate families, we 275 found six that possess clear sequence boundaries with poly-A or poly-T tails and were longer 276 than 99 bp. All of these six families were present in the curated library, indicating the high FDR 277
is a product of false discovery rather than a limitation of the curated library being used to 278 evaluate these programs. 279
In summary, we found general methods such as RepeatModeler, the non-rice Repbase, 280 [55], and GRF (grf-mite), which structurally identify MITEs specifically. 295
The P-MITE database performed similarly to what we observed for classifications from 296 the general repeat annotators; the rice-specific database annotated TIR elements accurately 297 and sensitively (P-MITE_rice), while the non-rice database (P-MITE_norice) had very low FDR 298 14 and low sensitivity ( Figure 5B ), suggesting the necessity of using structure-based TIR and MITE 299 detection methods for de novo annotation. 300
For TIR annotation using structure-based methods, IRF, GRF with educated parameters 301 (GRF-TIR_edu), and TIR-Learner, all had high sensitivity (> 90%; Figure 5C ; Table S1D ), 302 however, IRF and GRF-TIR_edu performed poorly for the remaining metrics ( Figure 5C ). The 303 poor performance of these programs is due to the large number of candidates they identified, 304 with 4.7 Gb and 630 Gb (13X -1,684X the size of the 374 Mb rice genome) of raw TIR 305 candidate sequences produced, respectively. The majority of raw candidate sequences were 306 overlapping and nested within each other. The output of these programs was substantially 307 filtered and condensed (Additional File 1; Table S2 ), and, despite this, still had poor 308 performance based on our analysis metrics ( Figure 5C ). TIR-Learner demonstrates relatively 309 high sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy ( Figure 5C ), which is promising for TIR annotation. 310
For structure-based MITE annotation, GRF with educated parameters (GRF-mite_edu) 311 also produced large output files similar to IRF and GRF-TIR_edu. After filtering for false 312 discovery and redundancy (Additional File 1), the candidate sequence file was reduced from 47 313 Gb (130X the size of the rice genome) to 10 Mb (Table S2 ). Still, given its inferior annotation 314 performance relative to other MITE methods ( Figure 5B ), GRF-mite_edu is not ideal for de novo 315 annotation. Interestingly, GRF with default parameters (GRF-mite_dft) had high performance, 316 similar to MITE-Hunter and MITE-Tracker ( Figure 5B ). This is mostly due to changing the 317 internal region length from default 780 bp to 10 kb (Additional File 1), which captured 318 significantly more non-MITE sequences, suggesting the default parameters of GRF may have 319 been optimized for MITE detection. These three MITE methods all had high specificity (≥ 95%) 320 and accuracy (≥ 94%), reasonable sensitivity (79% -84%), but somewhat lower precision (64% 321 -79%) ( Figure 5B ; Table S1D ), suggesting high potentials for these programs. miteFinderII and 322 detectMITE also had high performance but with comparatively lower sensitivity and lower 323 15 specificity and accuracy, respectively ( Figure 5B ; Table S1D ). MUSTv2 performed similar to 324 GRF-mite_edu and worse than other MITE programs ( Figure 5B ). 325
We identified promising methods for TIR transposon and MITE annotation including TIR-326
Learner and MITE-Hunter, MITE-Tracker, and GRF-mite_dft, respectively. These methods all 327 have high-performance metrics but somewhat high FDR ( Figure 5 ), indicating each program 328 generated annotations that covered our curated library as well as additional potential TEs. We 329 are aware that our curated library is likely incomplete, and these new candidates could be real 330 TIR elements or MITEs. We compared these new TE candidates with the curated library and to 331 TIR element-specific conserved domains (Additional File 1). On an element basis, we found 332 over half (4,104 out of 13,317 novel TIR elements and 11,885 out of 18,093 novel MITEs) of the 333 elements shared similar TIR sequences with our curated library, but included variation in their 334 internal sequences, with few elements showing potential to be autonomous ( Figure 5D ). Such 335 variation is typical for nonautonomous TIR transposons, such as Ds elements [56] . For MITE 336 candidates with novel TIRs, the majority had more than three copies in the rice genome ( Figure  337   5D ), suggesting these are likely novel TEs that were not included in the curated library. Out of 338 the four MITE programs, MITE-Hunter identified sequences most similar to the curated library 339 ( Figure 5D ). 340 TIR-Learner demonstrated great promise for structural annotation ( Figure 5 ) and a large 341 proportion of novel candidates were likely nonautonomous forms of known TIRs ( Figure 5D ). 342
We found less than half of the novel TIR elements with novel TIRs had more than three copies 343 in the rice genome ( Figure 5D ). This is because TIR candidates were not filtered based on copy 344 number in TIR-Learner [17], given that some TEs may share similar TIRs but different internal 345 regions ( Figure 5D ). Still, some of these could be contaminants such as LTR sequences. For 346 example, we identified 6.38% of TIR-Learner candidates were actually LTR sequences using 347 our curated library. After removal of these contaminants, the specificity and accuracy increased 348 to 91.6% and 91.3%, respectively, while the sensitivity remained at ~90%, and the FDR 349 16 dropped from 57.3% to 30.8% ( Figure 5C ; Table S1D ), suggesting that the high observed FDR 350 was partially caused by misclassification of LTR sequences as TIR elements. 351
In summary, MITE-Hunter and TIR-Learner showed the highest performance for 352 structural identification of MITEs and TIR elements ( Figure 5BC) , respectively, when TIR-353
Learner results were filtered to control false discovery ( Figure 5C ). RepeatModeler, Repbase, 354 and P-MITE had high accuracy but low sensitivity ( Figure 5AB ), and could be used to 355 supplement structural annotations of MITE and TIR elements. 356
Comparison of Helitron Annotators 357
Helitrons are a subclass of DNA transposons that lack terminal repeats and do not 358 generate target site duplications when transposed due to their rolling circle mechanism of 359 transposition [57], making identification of these elements practically challenging. We found only 360 one structure-based software, HelitronScanner [18] , that is available, bug-free (no errors in our 361 test), and produced Helitron predictions. 362
HelitronScanner produced 52 Mb of raw candidate sequences in rice (Table S2 ). Since 363
Helitrons may capture DNA sequences when transposed, many non-Helitron TE sequences and 364 even protein-coding sequences are present in the raw prediction. Nested insertions between 365 different TE classes are also likely. Using the curated library, we annotated 1.8% of these 366
Helitron candidates consisted of non-LTR sequences (LINEs and SINEs); 21% were LTR 367 sequences and 11% were TIR sequences. With no filter applied, these Helitron candidates 368 would include all classes of TEs, resulting in a high false discovery rate (93.7%; Table S1E ) and 369 low annotation performance ( Figure 6A ). To control for false discovery, we filtered captured 370 sequences and candidates that lacked the Helitron signature 5'-TC...CTRR-3' (R = G or A) 371 terminal sequence structure, as well as those not inserted into AT or TT target sites (Additional 372 File 1) [58] . We also removed non-Helitron TE sequences in these candidates using the curated 373 library. After these filterings and cleaning, both the specificity and accuracy improved to 86%, 374 while sensitivity was maintained at 95% ( Figure 6A ; Table S1E ). 375
Similar to TIR-Learner for TIR element identification, HelitronScanner identified most of 376 the curated Helitrons in the curated library, and also many additional elements not contained in 377 the library ( Figure 6A ). We further filtered these candidates with the EDTA pipeline (Methods) 378 and annotated the rice genome. Our filters yielded annotated sequences with similar mean and 379 median length compared to the curated annotation, but this covered 13.9% of the rice genome 380 compared to 3.6% from annotation using the curated library ( Figure 6B ). Evaluation of the 30 bp 381 sequences of both terminals with 10 bp flanking sequences as sequence logos showed the AT 382 or TT target sites we required in our filtering, and also that these candidates clearly have the 383 canonical terminal structure 5'-TC...CTRR-3' (with 5'-TC...CTAG-3' dominating) which is 384 required by HelitronScanner ( Figure 6C) . The candidates were also located in relatively AT-rich 385 regions with significantly higher AT content in the 5' terminal, consistent with previous 386 observations by Yang For programs that were run successfully, some were more challenging than others. One of the 402 main obstacles was installation. We found compile-free and precompiled programs were the 403 easiest to use, followed by those available via conda and bioconda [60] . 404
In addition to benchmarking the quality of the output of each program, we also 405 benchmarked the algorithmic efficiency of these TE annotation programs. Since these programs 406 were executed in different high-performance computational platforms (Table S2) , algorithmic 407 performance could be slightly variable. Overall, most programs completed within 24 hours with 408 an average of 5.5 hours (Table S2 ). Longer run time was not associated with higher 409 performance in terms of the six analysis metrics, and could become a barrier for annotation of 410 large genomes. Most programs were not memory intensive, with a minimum of 7.2 Mbyte 411 (SINE-Finder), an average of 8.7 Gbyte, and a maximum of 76 Gbyte (the GRF-LTR_FINDER 412 method) (Table S2 ). Approximately two-thirds of the programs can be multi-threaded. However, 413 the average CPU usage of programs was not significantly correlated with run time (r = -0.19, p = 414 0.26, F-test), indicating run time is primarily determined by algorithmic efficiency. 415
Construction and Benchmarking of the EDTA pipeline 416 From the benchmarking results, we identified a set of programs that presented high 417 sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, but, in some instances, high FDR. Using these programs, 418
we have developed a pipeline called Extensive de-novo TE Annotator (EDTA), which combines 419 the best-performing programs and subsequent filtering methods for de novo identification of 420 19 each TE class and compiles the results into a comprehensive TE library. The EDTA pipeline 421 incorporates LTRharvest, the parallel version of LTR_FINDER, LTR_retriever, TIR-Learner, 422 MITE-Hunter, HelitronScanner, and RepeatModeler as well as customized filtering scripts 423 ( Figure 7A ). Basic filters for LTR candidates, TIR candidates, MITE candidates, and Helitron 424 candidates were the same as those applied for benchmarking of programs in previous sections, 425 and control minimum sequence length and remove tandem repeats (Stage 0; Methods). 426
Advanced filters use high-quality TEs identified in stage 0 candidates to remove misclassified 427
sequences (Stage 1; Methods). 428
To test the performance of the EDTA pipeline, we annotated the rice genome using the 429 curated TE library and the test library generated from the EDTA pipeline. Performance metrics 430 of stage 0 results showed very low sensitivity (< 65%) for annotation of LTR elements, TIR 431 elements, and MITEs, and also suboptimal specificity (~70%) and accuracy (~70%) for Helitron 432 annotations ( Figure 7B ; Table S1F ). This is due to the nested TEs, captured TEs, or false 433 discovery in Helitron candidates that impair the annotation performance in the combined stage 0 434 library. After reciprocal removal of misclassified TEs in each category (Stage 1; Figure 7A ; 435 Methods), the performance metrics were high for the final EDTA pipeline annotation ( Figure  436 7C). For all four TE subclasses and the overall repetitive sequences, the annotation sensitivity 437 ranged from 81% -96%, specificity ranged from 85% -99%, and accuracy ranged from 89% -438 97% ( Table S1F ). FDRs of these categories ranged from 2% -27%, with the exception of 439
Helitrons that had 77% of the annotations not identified by the curated library (Table S1F ). Our 440 results from the benchmarking and the final EDTA pipeline indicate the potential need for more 441 thorough Helitron annotation using our pipeline ( Figure 6 ). However, careful verification and 442 curation are still necessary to further confirm this result. 443
Using the EDTA pipeline, we could not identify non-LTR retrotransposons using the 444 RepeatModeler module ( Figure 7E ). This is likely due to the low level of non-LTR elements in 445 the rice genome (Table 1; Figure 7D with high copy number, the majority of the TE body in the genome will be characterized. 467
Consistent with this notion, we observed that all general repeat identification programs, which 468 depend on repetitive target sequences, performed well (high sensitivity and specificity, good 469 precision and accuracy; Figure 2A ). Most importantly, the results from these programs are 470 21 associated with very low FDR, suggesting when a sequence is repetitive to a certain degree, it 471 is very likely to be a TE. However, most repeats from general programs are not classified and 472 their sequence boundaries are often approximate. Not all tasks require this information. For 473 example, repetitive sequences are usually masked prior to gene annotation to minimize 474 interference. For such purposes, general repeat identification programs and subsequent filtering 475 for duplicated genes would suffice. 476
In contrast to the general repeat annotators, structure-based programs can identify low-477 or even single-copy elements and are therefore complementary. Moreover, these programs 478 provide the exact coordinates of elements and are ideal for targeted study of TEs and their 479 interactions with other components in the genome. However, based on our results, the majority 480 of structure-based programs are associated with high FDR (up to 95%), and such error could be 481 propagated in subsequent analyses. One factor contributing to this high error rate is 482 misidentification due to nested insertion of TEs from different classes. We have developed an 483 approach to minimize this issue by cross-checking sequences derived from programs for 484 different classes of TEs. Another potential strategy to reduce FDR is to incorporate copy 485 number control but this would actually compromise the most important advantage of structure-486 based programs. Thus, this is an unsolvable problem without improvement to structure-based 487 programs; particularly those for non-LTR retrotransposons and Helitrons. While more specific 488 search engines or efficient filters may reduce the FDR, some level of manual curation may still 489 be necessary for the generation of high-quality libraries. 490
Few species beyond rice have TE libraries of sufficient quality and genomes that are 491 tractable enough to be used for benchmarking purposes. Furthermore, TEs comprise a 492 relatively high proportion of the rice genome (~47%), and our extensive manual curation efforts 493 make it one of the only species in which a benchmarking study can reliably calculate true 494 positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative rates across annotation programs. 495 22 However, relative performance of TE annotation programs should be similar across systems. 496
Programs have primarily been developed to detect specific types of TEs and are largely 497 agnostic to species. This is possible because classes of TEs generally have similar structures 498 across species [14, 16, 18] . Throughout this benchmarking exercise, we have based our tuning of 499 programs (i.e., our educated parameters) on current knowledge of the structure of each target 500 TE class [14, 16, 18] , which, again, is not specialized to a particular system. As an example of 501 the broad utility of these methods, the LTR_retriever program [39] has been tested for 502 annotation of Arabidopsis, rice, Maize, and sacred lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) [62] , and 503 demonstrated similar performance across systems. 504
We do anticipate some limits to the broad applicability of the EDTA pipeline across 505 systems. For instance, TIR-Learner uses machine learning to train TIR classifiers, and we have 506 used the curated rice TIR element-trained classifier in this study. The method could be made 507 more general by using a broader set of TIR transposons to train the classifier, such as curated 508 elements in the P-MITE database [31] . Furthermore, based on our metrics, the performance of 509 methods for detecting the non-LTR elements (i.e., SINEs and LINEs) was generally suboptimal 510 and better algorithms are needed. Particularly, there is no structure-based program available for 511 the identification of LINEs. The EDTA package may therefore miss a number of elements in, for 512 instance, vertebrate genomes that contain many SINEs and LINEs [63] . Finally, our knowledge 513 of TE structure is rapidly expanding, and parameterization and tuning of methods will therefore 514 need to be continually updated. For example, variation in terminal motifs and target site 515 duplication in LTR elements was previously poorly characterized. In the development of 516 LTR_retriever, it was found that the terminal motif 5'-TG..CA-3' occurs 99% of the time and that 517 the vast majority of LTR TSDs are 5bp [39] . While some programs set very flexible parameters 518 for these features (e.g., LTRharvest), in our implementation of LTR_retriever we applied our 519 new knowledge during curation and observed a substantial improvement in performance. 520
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Moving forward, we see opportunities for improved annotation of highly variable TE 521 classes including MITE/TIR elements and SINE/LINE, where, upon insertion, mutations and 522 indels can be created. In these situations, construction of a consensus sequence is necessary 523 for more precise TE annotation. Many programs do not currently have this feature. The GRF 524 program for detection of interspersed repeats (grf-intersperse) has a consensus function, but 525 the program does not allow indels, resulting in the lowest sensitivity but also the lowest FDR. 526
For SINE/LINE detection, we found very low sensitivity and very high FDR, which is likely due to 527 variation in these TEs (e.g., most LINEs are truncated upon insertion) and the lack of terminal 528 repeats, making detection very challenging. Further development of consensus-based methods 529 will be important. As new methods are generated and existing methods are improved, they will 530 be benchmarked relative to our rice library and included in the EDTA pipeline when they result 531 in a marked increase in annotation performance. 532
Conclusions 533
Advances in sequencing technology are facilitating assembly of the repetitive portion of 534 the genome, which necessitates the annotation of these features. Using a highly curated library 535 of rice TEs, we have created a benchmarking platform to test TE annotation software. We used 536 this platform to exhaustively test currently available software based on output (i.e., sensitivity, 537 specificity, etc.) as well as the performance of the software (i.e., run time, memory usage, etc.). 538
From this benchmarking exercise, the EDTA pipeline was developed that combines the highest 539 performing software with necessary filtering and processing scripts such that the pipeline can be 540 applied to any new genome assembly. were extracted and aligned using DIALIGN2 [64] to determine element boundaries. A boundary 555 was defined as the position to which sequence homology is conserved over more than half of 556 the aligned sequences. Then, sequences with defined boundaries were manually examined for 557 the presence of TSD. To classify the TEs into families, features in the terminal and TSD 558 sequences were used. Each transposon family is associated with distinct features in their 559 terminal sequences and TSDs, which can be used to identify and classify elements into their 560 respective families [14] . For Helitrons, each representative sequence requires at least two 561 copies with intact terminal sequences, distinct flanking sequences, and inserts into "AT" target 562 sites. 563
To make our non-redundant curated library, each new TE candidate was first masked by 564 the current library. The unmasked candidates were further checked for structural integrity and 565 25 conserved domains. For candidates that were partially masked and presented as true elements, 566 the "80-80-80" rule (≥ 80% of the query aligned with ≥ 80% of identity and the alignment is ≥ 80 567 bp long) was applied to determine whether this element would be retained. For elements 568 containing detectable known nested insertions, the nested portions were removed and the 569 remaining regions were joined as a sequence. Finally, protein-coding sequences were removed 570 using the ProtExcluder package [65]. The curated library version 6.9.5 was used in this study 571 and is available as part of the EDTA toolkit. 572
Calculation of benchmarking metrics 573
The curated TE annotation of the rice genome (Oryza sativa L. ssp. japonica cv. 574 'Nipponbare' v. MSU7) was created using the standard library (v6.9.5) and RepeatMasker 575 v4.0.8 with parameters "-pa 36 -q -no_is -norna -nolow -div 40 -cutoff 225". These parameters 576 identified homologous sequences with up to 40% divergence without detecting bacterial 577 insertion elements, small RNA (pseudo) genes, and low complexity DNA. This annotation was 578 used as the curated annotation for the calculation of benchmarking metrics. For genomic 579 regions that cover more than 80% of a TE sequence in the curated library, the region was 580 counted as a complete copy, and those that covered less than 80% were counted as a 581 fragmented copy. 582
When we obtained a non-redundant test library from a target program (details in the next 583 section), the test library was used to annotate the rice genome with the same RepeatMasker 584 parameters, except that the test library was provided as a custom library. Then, the testing 585 annotation was compared to the curated annotation for calculations of sensitivity, specificity, 586 accuracy, precision, FDR, and F1 measures (Figure 1 ). These six metrics were calculated using 587 the script "lib-test.pl" in our EDTA toolkit. 588 26 Execution of TE programs 589 We exhaustively searched the literature for open-source programs and databases that 590 have been developed for both general repeat annotation and structural annotation. We 591 executed each of these programs to obtain candidate sequences or downloaded sequences 592 from specialized databases. All programs were executed using parameters consistent with 593 current knowledge of TE structure (educated parameters). A description of each of these 594 programs, observations we made about accessibility/ease of use of these programs, and the 595 specific parameter options that were used are provided in Additional File 1. To benchmark the 596 algorithmic efficiency, these programs were executed in multiple high-performance computing 597 platforms (Table S2) . Run time (wall clock), average CPU usage, and maximum memory 598 consumption were recorded using "/usr/bin/time -v". 599
After we obtained raw sequences from programs, we went through three steps to 600 construct non-redundant test libraries. The first step was to remove short tandem repeat 601 contamination sequences that were present in the raw candidates. Identification of tandem 602 sequences was achieved by Tandem Repeats Finder [66] with parameters "2 7 7 80 10 3000 603 2000 -ngs -h -l 6". The second step was to remove missing characters (Ns) in candidates as 604 well as short sequences. The minimum sequence length was set to 80 bp for TIR candidates 605 and 100 bp for other types of TE candidates. We used the script "cleanup_tandem.pl" in the 606 LTR_retriever package [39] for the first two steps with parameters "-misschar N -nc 50000 -nr 607 0.9 -minlen 100 (or 80) -minscore 3000 -trf 1 -cleanN 1". The third step was to remove 608 redundant sequences and nested insertions, which was achieved using the script 609 "cleanup_nested.pl" in the LTR_retriever package [39] with default parameters. The third step 610 was iterated five times to resolve heavily nested TEs for a thorough reduction of sequence 611 redundancy. The resulting sequences were used as the non-redundant test library for the focal 612 programs. Databases were used directly as test libraries without any filterings or manipulations. 613 27 Construction of the Extensive de novo TE Annotator pipeline 614 Extensive de-novo TE Annotator (EDTA) is a pipeline for comprehensive and high-615 quality TE annotation for newly sequenced eukaryotic genomes. We combined open-source 616 programs that are either specialized for a particular subclass of TEs or general for all repetitive 617 sequences. The programs we selected had the highest performance from our benchmarking 618 and together deliver the best TE annotation for a new genome that is possible given current 619 program performance. Still, based on our benchmarking results, substantial contamination will 620 exist due to misclassification of elements, nested insertions, and sequences captured by TEs. 621
The EDTA pipeline contains a set of scripts for filtering the output of each program to 622 reduce the overall false discovery rate. The first set of scripts included in EDTA apply a basic 623 filter for each of the initial predictions to remove tandem repeats and short sequences (< 80 bp 624 for TIR elements and < 100 bp for LTR elements and Helitrons). 
